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EXT. CIRCUS - DAY

A neighborhood circus situated in a huge parking lot of a 
race speedway sits under a giant blue and red tent.

INT. CIRCUS - DAY

Red, yellow and blue strobing lights come from every 
direction and move about the tent. Vendors carrying boxes of 
peanuts and popcorn walk around selling their wares.

The audience, with lighted sticks in their hands and around 
their necks, sits mesmerized as the line-up of acts circles 
the stage.

The bellowing voice of the announcer sing-songs the names of 
the acts.

CLAPPING AND LAUGHTER is intermittent through CIRCUS MUSIC.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY, 30, a bumbling “Mr. McGoo” type, sits in 
the fifth row on the left, closest to the doors. His 
shoulders droop and his eyes are round with sadness.

He watches the tightrope act, the fire-eating act, and the 
lion taming act. Mr. McFinkelberry looks on as the horses 
trot around the circus stage. He blows out a bored breath.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
Nothing I haven’t seen before.

He pulls out his passport and a photo drops out. The card 
comes alive and they’re all waving good-bye and mouthing the 
words “good luck.” He wipes a giant tear away.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY (CONT’D)
Good-bye, everybody, I’m gonna miss 
you all. I already do. 

At the end of the act, one female horse remains as a center 
act. THE AMAZING SOPOSSA is jet black with silky skin two-
steps around the stage. Mr. McFinkelberry sits up in his 
seat. 

His heart beats fast out of his shirt, and his face turns the 
color of pink flowers. His eyes get round and wide.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY (CONT’D)
Oh my, my, my. How wonderful.

He stands and drops his popcorn all over the other 
spectators’ heads sitting in the rows beneath him.



After the horse’s performance, he belts out of the circus and 
bumbles behind the horse.

EXT. CIRCUS - BACK FENCE - DAY

A wooden fence about six feet tall surrounds the back of the 
tent where the horse stable is located. Mr. McFinkelberry 
tries to reach up and peek over the fence. 

He is too short, so he finds a box to stand on. He peers 
through a hole in the fence and sees The Amazing Sopossa 
standing in the stall.

His heart beats outside his shirt to the music of a carousel, 
while small images of him riding the Amazing Sopossa in the 
carousel, circle around his head.

SOUNDS OF CAROUSEL MUSIC PLAYING

He continues to look A big broad smile generates on his face.  
The TRAINER, 35, burly, balding man with thick hands, 
carrying a whip, enters the area.

The trainer begins working with the horse. He pushes it in a 
different stall. The horse furrows its brows and pulls back.

THE AMAZING SOPOSSA
Naaaaayeee, naaaaayeee.

TRAINER
Get in there, you mangy beast.

Mr. McFinkelberry’s eyes get wide, and his face turns the 
color of a dark purple plum. He waves his hands and jumps up 
and down, and up and down.

The trainer doesn’t see him and continues to whip the horse. 
Mr. McFinkelberry climbs down from the box, picks up a rock 
and throws it over the fence. 

WHAP!

The rock hits the trainer on the back of the head. He turns 
around and gets a quick glimpse of Mr. McFinkelberry just as 
he ducks down out of sight.

The trainer starts towards the fence where Mr. McFinkelberry 
falls off the box, scrunches down and puts the box over his 
head to hide.

The horse kicks its hoof against the wall and diverts the 
trainer’s attention.
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THE AMAZING SOPOSSA
Clug, clug, clug. Naaaayeeee.

The trainer turns back to the horse, gives it a dirty look 
and leaves the area.

Mr. McFinkelberry stands there on tip toes, looks over the 
fence and sees the horse’s big sad eyes. He sulks away, sits 
on a rock and thinks.

MONTAGE - MR. MCFINKELBERRY TRIES TO GET A JOB IN THE CIRCUS.

- - He tries out to be a juggler.  But each time he throws 
the balls in the air the balls would come down and hit him on 
the head, which causes him to run after the balls.

- - He tries out to be a tight-rope walker.  He gets on the 
ropes, and begins to walk. He trips over his shoelaces and 
falls. He hangs on the ropes for dear life.

- - He tries out for the fire-eating act, but the flame goes 
out each time he lights it.

- - He finally gets the fire to stay lit but in glee, he 
mistakenly comes too close to the interviewer and lights his 
pants on fire.

- - The circus master gets angry, and shows Mr. McFinkelberry 
the door. Mr. McFinkelberry sulks past a policeman, turns 
around and sees the pleading eyes of the horse again.

END OF MONTAGE

EXT. CIRCUS BACK DOOR - DAY

Mr. McFinkelberry mopes down the street, he bows his head and 
kicks dust around with his feet.  He passes by the circus the 
back way and happens upon a posted sign.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
Clowns Needed Tonight.

Mr. McFinkelberry perks up, an image of him dressed as a 
clown pops over his head, and a huge smile generates on his 
face. He snaps his fingers.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY (CONT’D)
Hippy, hippy, hippy!

Mr. McFinkelberry, disguised in a clown’s outfit and facial 
paint, stands in line to sign up.
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When his turn comes, he stumbles over his feet, and his hat 
falls off. He tries to catch it with one hand, but mistakenly 
WALLOPS it up high into the sky. It THUDS back on his head.

The stage-hands double over in laughter, and wave Mr. 
McFinkelberry into the circus doors.

INT. CIRCUS - HORSES’ STABLE - DAY

As soon as Mr. McFinkelberry gets to the circus, he sneaks in 
the back and finds the horse.

The horse perks up and fans his tail back and forth in rapid 
twirls. Hay circles the stall like a whirlwind. Mr. 
McFinkelberry and the horse swirls around together.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha! You are so 
beautiful!

The trainer enters into the stalls.

TRAINER
Hey! Get outta here or I’ll get you 
fired!

Mr. McFinkelberry leaves the stall, but stays within earshot 
and peeks around the corner. He soon overhears the trainer 
whipping the horse again.

SOUNDS OF WHIPPING. The Great Sopossa NAAYED and NAYED

Mr. McFinkelberry jumps to the rescue and runs back into the 
stall.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
Stop it, stop it right now!

TRAINER
What’d ya gonna do, clown?

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
I’m going to stop you.

TRAINER
Oh yeah? How? Ya gonna take her or 
something?

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
No, that would be stealing and 
that’s wrong. I... I don’t know 
what I’d do.
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TRAINER
(laughing)

Of course you don’t.

The trainer turns back to the horse and starts to push it. 
The horse pulls back and kicks the trainer in the shin. The 
trainer hops on one leg and drops the whip.

TRAINER (CONT’D)
Ouch! Ouch! Oooh! You mangy --

Mr. McFinkelberry seizes the opportunity, jumps on the horse, 
and the horse takes off. The trainer calls after them.

TRAINER (CONT’D)
Hey, come back here. Stealing is 
wrong. Remember?

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
I’m not stealing her, we’re just 
going for a rideeeeee.

INT. STAGE - DAY

Mr. McFinkelberry rides the horse to the stage and falls off, 
jumps back on backwards, and falls off again.

The horse keeps going and Mr. McFinkelberry runs behind it 
waving his arms as he circles the stage.

MR. MCFINKELBERRY
Sopossa, Sopossa. Stop! Stop!

The audience jumps up and gives a standing ovation. They 
CHEER, CLAP, and STOMP their feet in a hysterical manner.

The trainer runs out to the stage, and is chased momentarily 
by the horse. The Circus Master grabs the trainer who 
stumbles at his feet.

The trainer jumps up and tries to rein the horse in. He hits 
the horse with the whip and The Amazing Sopossa jumps on his 
hind legs and nays with each hit. 

The audience BOOS. Mr. McFinkelberry and the Circus Master 
run to the scene. Mr. McFinkelberry snatches the whip out of 
the trainer’s hands.

CIRCUS MASTER
(to the Trainer)

You’re fired!
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The Circus Master gives the reins to Mr. McFinkelberry and 
whispers something in his ear. Mr. McFinkelberry nods his 
head a big yes.

Mr. McFinkelberry soothes the horse.

CIRCUS MASTER (CONT’D)
Ladies and gentleman, I present the 
world’s greatest solo clown and 
horse act. 

CIRCUS MASTER (CONT’D)
McFinkelberry and The Beautiful, 
Amazing Sopossa!

All the other clowns run out on stage and pin a big ribbon on 
him. The crowd CHEERS. 

Mr. McFinkelberry and the horse are together at last along 
with a whole circus full of friends.

FADE TO BLACK.
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